In this paper we irst give a new derivation of the Bl-BiCGSTAB algorithm for solving block linear systems. This derivation is based only on linear algebra and didn't needs matrix orthogonal polynomials. We also propose a new method for solving linear systems with the same coef icient matrix and different right-hand sides. The proposed method is based on the BiCGSTAB algorithm and is especially ef icient when the right-hand sides vector-columns are closely related. Some numerical examples are reported to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Introduction
Many applications require the solution of several linear systems of equations with the same coef icient matrix and different right-hand sides. The problem can be written as
where A is an n × n nonsingular and nonsymmetric real matrix, B and X are n × s rectangular matrices whose columns are b (1) , b (2) , . . . , b (s) and x (1) , x (2) , . . . , x (s) , respectively and s is of moderate size s ≪ n.
When n is small, we can use the LU factorization; we irst decompose the matrix A at a cost of O(n 3 ) operations and then solve for each right-hand side at a cost of O(n 2 ). So, for direct methods, the main cost is the decomposition of A and each right-hand side is solved ef iciently by making use of this decomposition. However, for large n, direct methods become very expensive.
For large problems, we can use solvers such as the GMRES method with a preconditioner to each linear system. However, as the matrix of these linear systems is the same, it is more ef icient to use a method for all systems simultaneously. Thus, several generalizations of the classical Krylov subspace methods have been developed in the last years.
The irst class of these methods contains the block solvers such as the block Bi-Conjugate Gradient algorithm (Bl-BCG) [13] (see [17] for a stabilized version), the block generalized minimal residual (Bl-GMRES) algorithm [18] and the block quasi minimal residual (Bl-QMR) algorithm [6, 10] ) and recently the block BiCGSTAB algorithm (Bl-BiCGSTAB) [4] . The irst three methods construct, at step k, an approximation of the form X k = X 0 + Z k where Z k belongs to the block Krylov subspace K k (A, R 0 ) = Range({R 0 , AR 0 , . . . , A k−1 R 0 }) with R 0 = B − AX 0 and X 0 ∈ R n×s is an initial guess. The correction Z k is determined by using a (semi)-minimization or an orthogonality property. The purpose of these block methods is to converge faster than their single right-hand side counterparts.
Another approach consists in pro jecting the initial residual matrix globally onto a matrix Krylov subspace. This second class contains the global GMRES algorithm [7] and global Lanczos-based methods [8] ; other global approaches could be found in [11] .
A third class of methods uses a single linear system, named the seed system and then consider the corresponding Krylov subspace. The initial residuals of the other linear systems are projected onto this Krylov subspace. The whole process is repeated with an other seed system until all the systems are solved. This procedure has been used in [1, 14, 15, 20, 22] for the conjugate gradient method and in [19] when the matrix A is nonsymmetric using the GMRES algorithm. The seed approach is very effective when the right-hand sides are closely related [1] .
In this paper we irst give a new derivation of the block BiCGSTAB algorithm without using matrix orthogonal polynomials as we did in [4] . This technique could be used to cure possible breakdowns in the method. We also propose a new seed BiCGSTAB algorithm which is effective, in particular, when solving multiple linear systems with closely related right-hand sides.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show how to use only basic linear algebra tools to de ine the block BiCGSTAB algorithm. In Section 3 we de ine the new seed method without any use of orthogoal polynomials. Section 4 reports on some numerical examples and comparisons with other well known methods.
Throughout this paper, we use the following notations. For X and Y two n × s matrices, we consider the matrix inner product de ined by ⟨X, Y ⟩ F = tr(X T Y ) where tr(Z) denotes the trace of the square matrix Z and X T is the transpose of the matrix X. The associated norm is the Frobenius norm denoted by ∥ . ∥ F . The notation ⟨ , ⟩ 2 is for the usual Euclidean inner product in R n .
A New Derivation of the Block BiCGSTAB Algorithm

The block BCG method
The block Bi-Conjugate Gradient (Bl-BCG) algorithm was irst proposed by O'Leary [13] for solving the problem (1.1). This algorithm is a generalization of the one right-hand side well known BCG algorithm [5] . Bl-BCG computes two sets of direction matrices {P The algorithm is summarized as follows [13] Algorithm 1 The Block BCG algorithm
We have a breakdown in the preceding algorithm if one of the matrices (P
Note also that the coef icient matrices computed in the algorithm are solution of s × s linear systems. The matrices of these systems could be very ill-conditioned and this would affect the iterates computed by Bl-BCG.
The Bl-BCG algorithm uses a short three-term recurrence but in many situations, the algorithm typically exhibits very irregular convergence behavior. This problem can be overcome by using a block smoothing technique as de ined in [9] or a block QMR procedure [6] . A stabilized version of the Bl-BCG algorithm has been proposed in [17] ; this method converges quite well but is generally more expensive than Bl-BCG.
The matrix residuals and the matrix directions generated by Algorithm 1 verify the following properties. Proposition 2.1 [13] If no break-down occur, the matrices computed by the Bl-BCG algorithm satisfy the following relations:
The block BiCGSTAB algorithm
In [3] , we de ined the block BiCGSTAB algorithm by using right matrix orthogonal polynomials ; see [4] for some connections between block Lanczos-based methods and matrix orthogonal polynomials.
In this subsection, we show how to derive Bl-BiCGSTAB from some algebraic orthogonalities. This new derivation allows one to introduce a near breakdown procedure in order to stabilize the convergence of the Bl-BiCGSTAB algorithm. In the present paper, we assume that we have no breakdown or near breakdown problems. Let R b k and P b k denote the k-th residual and the k-th direction produced by Bl-BCG.
We de ine the k-th residual of Bl-BiCGSTAB by
where
The parameter ω k is chosen to minimize the F-norm of R k so we get
therefore, S k can be written as
Using this orthogonality in (2.4), we get
On the other hand the Bl-BCG direction P b k satis ies
From (2.5) and (2.7) the Bl-BiCGSTAB direction P k is given by
which is also written as where
Now we have to compute the matrix coef icient β k by using the fact that P b k+1 is orthogonal to the block Krylov subspace
The Bl-BiCGSTAB algorithm is given as follows [4] Algorithm 2 The Bl-BiCGSTAB algorithm
2. For k = 1, 2, . . .
3. end.
Remark 1
• At step k, a breakdown will occur in Algorithm 2 if the matrix (R
• If s = 1, Algorithm 2 reduces to the classical BiCGSTAB algorithm [21] de ined by using recurrences of orthogonal polynomials. Note that the expression of the coef icient β k computed by Algorithm 2 with s = 1 is more simple than the one given in [21] .
• For Bl-BiCGSTAB, we have the following orthogonalities
The Seed BiCGSTAB Method
In this section, we present a new method for solving linear systems with multiple right-hand sides. This method consists in selecting one of the systems, called the seed system, to solve it by the BiCGSTAB algorithm and then construct the residuals of the others by using the informations obtained from the seed systems trary.
We note also that in practice, for example in wave scattering problems, in time marching methods for PDE's or in structural mechanic problems, the right-hand sides are not arbitrary; see for example [20] . They are usually discrete values of some function b(t). In other words,
In these cases, the solutions x (i) are discrete values of some function x(t). So if the b (i) 's are close, we may also expect the x (i) 's to be close [1] . In theses situations, 'near' linear dependence may arise among the right-hand sides. This makes the block methods ineffective and they may even suffer from a near breakdown problem. Special treatment is needed to handle this situation. However, the seed methods are very effective when the right-hand sides b i 's are close, it usually only takes few restarts to solve all the systems. Theoretical analysis has been given in [1] to explain this phenomena for the seed Conjugate Gradient method.
In the sequel, we note by l the index of the seed system. To solve it, we use the BiCGSTAB algorithm with another choice of the parameter ω. So, givenr 0 ∈ R N , the seed iterates are de ined by
where s
Note that the residual r k of the seed system are given by
and p
where r 
This leads to
The nonseed residual matrix will be constructed by where
A simple argument induction shows that R b k can be expressed as
where p
k−1 is the BCG direction of the seed system. α k is determined by using the orthogonality (3.7), which leads tõ
From (3.5), (3.6) and (3.8) we obtain
Finally to minimize the F-norm of the seed and nonseed residuals r (l) k and R k , we choose ω k as follows
Remark 2 The expression of R b k in (3.8) can be replaced by
R b k = R b k−1 − Ap k−1αk , for any direction which veri ies p k−1 ⊥ A T K k (A T ,r 0 ),
whereα k is determined from the orthogonality (3.7).
The result stated in Remark 2 is very important. It shows that, at any iteration, we can change the seed system by another among the nonseed ones. More precisely, suppose that we want to change the seed system at the m-th iteration and let denote by l ′ the index of the new seed system. We de ine the direction corresponding to the new seed system by p
, where
(3.9)
In fact, by construction, we have
Thus we can express p
By remarking that the choice of β
m in (3.9) ensures the orthogonality of p
and the Krylov subspace K m (A T ,r 0 ) and using the result of Remark 2 we see that we can change the seed system (the seed direction also) and construct the residual matrix corresponding to the seed and non-seed systems while keeping the orthogonality conditions. Therefore, the relation (3.7) ensures the convergence in at most N iteration.
In practice, we change the seed system only when breakdown occurs or when the seed system has converged. The seed BiCGSTAB algorithm is summarized as follows
Remark 3
• We notice that, in our numerical tests, the seed systems were chosen arbitrary. Remark also that the seed BiCGSTAB algorithm requires extra matrix-vector products which is not the case for other well known seed methods. But since the orthogonolaties of the non-seed systems are conserved at each restart, we may expect faster convergence in fewer iterations.
• It is also possible to combine the block BiCGSTAB and the seed approach to de ine a new seed-block BiCGSRTAB.
In this case, instead of using one seed vector we can take a block part of the right hand side B as a seed block.
• A convergence analysis such as the one given in [1] for the seed CG is more dif icult. This is due to the fact that we haven't theoretical results on the convergence of the one right-hand side BiCGSTAB algorithm. This convergence analysis is still under investigation.
Numerical Experiments
This section reports on some experimental results obtained by applying the block and seed BiCGSTAB algorithms to linear systems with different right-hand sides. All the experiments were performed on a 1.3GHz Intel Core i5 laptop with 8Gb of RAM and coded with Matlab R2010a.
The initial guess was X 0 = 0. In all the experiments, the tests were stopped as soon as
The matrix tests that we used are from the Harwell-Boeing collection and are listed in the following table • α
• If convergence of the seed system, take another seed system of index l ′ ;
• β 
was a random matrix with uniformly distributed entries. In Figure 1 , we plotted the maximum residual norms versus the lops (number of arithmetic operations). As observed from Example 2. For this example, we used the matrix test A 2 = Saylr4. We also used ILUT as a preconditioner with a dropping tolerance τ = 10 −4 . The Right-hand side matrix B was the one considered in Example 1. We compared the performance (in term of cpu-times) of the Bl-BiCGSTAB algorithm, the Bl-GMRES(10) algorithm and the BiCGSTAB algorithm applied to each single right-hand side. Two different numbers of right-hand sides were used s = 5 and s = 10. In Table 2 we listed the following time-ratios: (10)) .
As shown in Table 2 , Bl-BiCGSTAB is less expensive than Bl-GMRES(10) and than BiCGSTAB applied to each 
Example 3
In this example, we tested the effectiveness of the seed BiCGSTAB algorithm for solving multiple linear systems with closely related right-hand sides.
The matrix test used for this example was A 3 = add32. The right-hand side matrix B is the n × s matrix whose elements are
So the i-th column b We notice that three restarts were necessary to achieve the convergence of the s linear systems. We also notice that no strategy was used to choose the seed linear system.
In Table 3 we listed the number of matrix-vector products required for convergence by the seed BiCGSTAB algorithm and the BiCGSTAB algorithm when applied to each linear system. We used different values of s; s = 10, s = 20 and s = 30. Example 4 For this example we compared seed BiCGSTAB with BiCGSTAB applied to each linear system using ILUT as a preconditionner (with a dropping tolerance of τ = 10 −5 ). The matrix test was A 4 = Sherman5. Different values of s were used; s = 10, s = 30 and s = 50. The right-hand side matrix B was the same as the one given in Example 3. For this experiment, only one restart was necessary to achieve the convergence for the slinear systems. In Table 4 , we reported matrix-vector products required for the seed BiCGSTAB and the BiCGSTAB algoritms.
Conclusion
In this note, we irst showed how to derive the block BiCGSTAB algorithm without using matrix orthogonal polynomials. This technique, allows one to detect and to cure a possible breakdown in this algorithm. In the second part of the paper, we presented a new seed BiCGSRAB method for solving linear systems with multiple right-hand sides and the same coef icient matrix. The new method is especially ef icient when the right-hand sides are cloesly related and this can be seen from some numerical examples. 
